Exhibitor Services

Quick Guide to Booth Power

If you have standard office and/or household appliances you wish to plug in your booth space, please read the following:

• The Austin Convention Center Department provides a single plug for each electrical outlet ordered.
• Outlets can be supplemented with a power strip for additional outlets.
• We recommend you do not plug more than three appliances into a single outlet.

Generally, if you can plug your appliance into an outlet in your home or office, the standard minimum service is required. This is identified on the ACCD Order Form as:

• PRODUCT ID CODE: E101 (Convention Center) or EP101 (Palmer Events Center)
• PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 120VOLT, 1000 WATT OUTLET

Examples of equipment requiring this type of service:

• Desktop PC
• Credit Card Machine
• Calculator
• Toaster
• Printer
• Vacuum
• Televisions/LCD monitors
• Fax machine
• Microwave oven
• Radio
• Hair dryer (not to exceed one per outlet)
• Electrical music instruments
• Laptops
• Cash register
• Iron
• Sewing machine
• Projector
• Booth display lights
• DVD player
• Christmas twinkle lights
• Coffee maker

PLEASE CONTINUE WITH OUR WEBSITE FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND DETAILS REGARDING EXHIBITOR SERVICES
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